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23 dtd 6 Oct 59 Subj: SAMEMANDAPPEL, orig & 2cc's (8) w/orig & 4cys ltr to Gen Schriever, w/1 attch (3 cys); also: orig ltr fr Gen Schriever, dtd 15 Sep 59; orig ltr fr Gen Schriever, dtd 15 Sep 59 w/5 incals (att to AFDAT Coord Cy)

**TO:** AFCVC  
**DATE RECEIVED:**  
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1st 6 Oct 59 a/Martin Hill: BENGAL/RABINDRANAGAR, 1 pg, orig & copy (2)
Ltr 11 Oct 59 to Gtw S/White re adv & delivery: 2 pg, orig (2)

2nd 3 Oct 59 a/Sabri (2)
Ltr 15 Oct 59 to Gtw S/White re adv & delivery, 2 pg, 1 x/cy (2)
Ltr 15 Oct 59 to Gtw S/White re adv & delivery, 2 pg, 1 x/cy (2) w/5 Incls:
1. Memo Sec Ref 10 Feb 59 (2), 1 x/cy
2. Ltr to GS, 1 Nov 58 (2), 1 x/cy
3. Ltr to JMD, 15 Dec 58 (2), 1 x/cy
4. Sup at B 2/69, 15 Feb 59 (2), 1 x/cy
5. Envelope to late ABH, 15 Jan 39 (2), 1 x/cy
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